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Chairman’s Column
The Society for Nautical Research has always been, or at least has always 
aspired to be, an international organization. Admittedly, its origins were 
overwhelmingly British, and the early lists of Council read like extracts 
from Who’s Who, with admirals, baronets and ‘gentlemen of independent 
means’ galore. But the original objects of the society, as laid down at its 
foundation in %'%), explicitly included reference to ‘all ages and . . . all 
nations’. It could be argued that the Society sometimes lost touch with 
this perspective in the years that followed, but the aspiration toward 
internationalism was always ‘there or thereabouts’. One of my most 
distinguished predecessors as Chairman of the Society, Alan Villiers, was 
Australian; one of the few individuals ever to be honoured with honorary 
membership was Joseph Luns, the Dutch former secretary general of 
NATO. The Mariner’s Mirror has always published articles that reflect the 
objective of covering ‘all ages and . . . all nations’; in recent years, articles 
on non-British subjects, or by non-British authors, have made up roughly 
half the content of the journal, with contributors coming from such 
countries as Japan, the Netherlands, Belgium, Spain, Portugal, Norway, 
Sweden, Turkey, Mexico and the United States. I have little doubt that 
the ‘founding fathers’ of the society would have been delighted by this 
breadth of vision!

For much of its existence, the society has appointed overseas corres-
ponding members, generally distinguished academics whose brief was 
to keep the Council and members of the society informed of relevant 
developments in the field of maritime research in their own countries. 
Inevitably, the success of this system depended very much on the 
enthusiasm (and, indeed, the workloads) of those so appointed, and there 
have been many discussions over the years about whether to revive this 
system and if so, how. In a sense, though, the development of electronic 
communications during the last quarter of a century means that every 
member living outside the UK can effectively be an overseas corresponding 
member, while the hasty (and admittedly enforced) adoption of Zoom as 
the platform for our Council meetings this year, as well as for the AGM, 
presents opportunities for members around the world to become more 
directly involved in the Society’s work. Regardless of if and when we are 
able to resume meetings in person, we are keen to maintain this kind of 
access if it is at all possible to do so. Meanwhile, though, and wherever 
they may be, members can also connect with the society via our social 
media accounts on Twitter (@nauticalhistory), Facebook (The Society 
for Nautical Research) and Instagram (nauticalresearch), while I would 
encourage members to regularly check the free forum on our website. This 
has a growing membership and covers a wide range of fascinating topics, 
as well as serving up some fiendishly esoteric queries on a regular basis! 
Finally, I don’t want to take the editor of Topmasts’ name in vain, but 
I know for certain that Nigel would welcome short communications or 
full-length articles from anywhere in the world. 

In my last column I referred to the establishment of the society’s new 
podcast, the first maritime history podcast to attempt to cover ‘all ages 
and . . . all nations’. This goes from strength to strength, and at the time of 
writing, personal highlights for me have included Sam Willis talking about 
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the maritime art of J. M. W. Turner at the Tate Gallery, a three-part study of 
the battle of the River Plate (with a typically irresistible analysis from the 
inimitable Professor Eric Grove, one of our Vice-Presidents), a ‘virtual tour’ 
of the Hudson River Maritime Museum and a conversation with Professor 
Felipe Fernandez-Armesto, one of the great names of the discipline, about 
the challenges and rewards of maritime history. This sample of the topics 
covered by the podcast again demonstrates the international nature of the 
society’s vision, and I strongly urge all members, wherever you may be in 
the world, to listen in. We hope to have further exciting developments to 
announce in the near future. In the meantime, wherever you are, I hope 
you and yours will remain safe and well.

David Davies
Chairman, SNR

Editor’s Notes

Welcome to the February edition of Topmasts. Once again it is slightly 
shorter than usual as there are fewer calls for papers, conferences and 
lectures as a result of the Covid pandemic. Let’s hope that the roll out 
of vaccinations in many countries is the first step towards a return to 
normality.

One difference that you will notice in this edition is that there is no 
longer a Fenland Lighter Project section. After many years H. J. K. Jenkins 
feels that the story of the Fenland lighters has been comprehensively told, 
and that it is time to move on to his other interests including privateering 
in the French Revolutionary Wars, particularly in the Caribbean. As editor 
I must thank ‘HJ’ for his support and guidance, particularly in the first few 
editions after I took on the editorship. His support and guidance was and 
is absolutely invaluable.

I am very pleased to welcome another regular column to Topmasts, 
An Alphabet of Ship-modelling. William Mowll is a ship modeller with 
skills that I am sure most of us are in awe of. William will write a regular 
column about the research and modelling techniques needed to create an 
impeccable model, starting in this edition with ‘A is for Anchors’. William 
has contributed three articles about ship models in the past year.

In this edition you will find articles highlighting an unusual incident that 
the author came across when researching her family history; the story of 
HMS Invincible, marking the opening of the Invincible exhibition at the 
National Museum of the Royal Navy; the Falkland Islands Museum; some 
thoughts on Brassey’s Naval Annual %'!$ and the lessons to be learned; 
and a slightly eccentric model maker.

In conclusion, I would like to echo David Davies’s statement in the 
Chairman’s Column that I would welcome notices, news and articles from 
across the world. I would love to hear from you.

Nigel Blanchford 
Editor, Topmasts

nigel.blanchford@snr.org.uk 

mailto:nigel.blanchford@snr.org.uk
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A Maritime Detective Story
The stories that come down to us from our parents and grandparents 
are like Chinese whispers. They get misremembered and embroidered 
for dramatic effect. When I began researching my Cornish seafaring 
ancestors, the Dupens, I had no idea that a distant cousin in Australia 
was the custodian of one of these family myths. All I knew about George 
Semmens Dupen was that he was one of my great-grandmother’s older 
brothers. He appears in the census for %$#% as a ‘scholar at home’ in Hayle 
but then disappears from the UK records until %$$%, when he is listed as a 
visitor to a gentleman’s house in Ladbroke Grove in London, with a wife 
born in India. His profession is given as planter. What had happened in the 
intervening !) years? I struggled to find out until one day a scanned copy 
of an old typescript arrived from Australia to fill the gap.

Dupens in India
About %$*) George Semmens, the son of Sharrock Semmens the 
elder, sailed as mate of a windjammer around the Cape on a voyage 
to Chittagong. He quarrelled with his Captain and prosecuted him 
when the ship reached Madras.

He won his case and jumped ship, knowing that his life on board 
was not worth much purchase. While stranded in Madras he a met a 
Tom Stanes who offered him a job [on the] coffee plantations in the 
Nelliampatty [sic] Hills in Cochin State.

While it was not unheard of for a Victorian sea captain to be successfully 
prosecuted for violence, it was certainly unusual. I was determined to get 

Figure ! The ‘Dover Castle’, the first Blackwall frigate on which George served. 
(Photograph in the public domain, State Library of South Australia PRG !"#"/$/%#)
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to the bottom of this intriguing story. Fortunately, men who served in 
the merchant marine are amongst the best documented of our Victorian 
ancestors. I used George’s mate’s certificate and the Trove online archive 
of Australian newspapers to trace his voyages. George first went to sea as 
an ordinary seaman (not, apparently, an apprentice) in October %$##, just 
before his fourteenth birthday. He sailed from Bristol to the West Indies 
and then on an emigrant ship to New Zealand, before joining the crack 
Blackwall frigates that carried passengers from London to Melbourne, 
returning with cargoes of wool and gold. He worked his way up to able 
seaman and in %$*& qualified as a second mate.

George left the Blackwall frigates in order to take up a position as 
third mate on the Eastern Empire, a government-chartered emigrant ship 
bound for Sydney. There were !($ passengers crowded into the steerage 
accommodation, but the government ships were well regulated compared 
with the private trade and in November %$*&, after a passage of '' days 
from Plymouth, they arrived safely with no outbreaks of sickness or 
deaths. In Sydney, Captain Jury benevolently paid for the inmates of 
the Female Refuge to be supplied with roast beef and plum pudding on 
Christmas Day in return for getting the ship’s laundry done. His chief 
officer, on the other hand, appeared before the Water Court charged with 
common assault on the assistant steward. Bernard Travers was a !'-year-
old Irishman from Cork who had already served time in Newgate prison 
for assault, while the young man he attacked was just %$ years old. I began 
to wonder if it was in fact the chief officer that George had fallen out with. 
It was inevitable that tensions arose between sailors cooped up together 
for months at a time and a third mate, usually attached to the chief mate’s 
watch, could either be of considerable use to him or a source of extreme 
annoyance.

It was starting to look as if the Eastern Empire was George’s final ship 
so I sent off, without any particular expectations, to Memorial University 
in Newfoundland for a scan of the ship’s log. It turned out that I had 
made a lucky guess. In January %$*! the Eastern Empire set sail again 
from Sydney and in August she arrived off Madras, where I found the 

Figure $ Wood engraving of Madras pier !&'" (Licensed by Creative Commons)
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incident from the typescript. It was, as I suspected, the chief officer who 
committed the assault. The log, kept by Travers, records that on %& August 
George was pumping water when Travers found fault with the state of 
the hose. George reacted by refusing to work. The next day Travers once 
more ordered his third officer to return to duty.

This he refused. I then ordered him to go and see the captain. He 
again refused saying my life has been threatened twice and I wish to 
go on shore. He was again ordered aft for the captain to decide what 
should be done. He still refused to go aft and on the chief officer 
pushing him he used the most insulting language. I have got you now 
I will make you pay dearly for this.’

The following afternoon George went on shore with a constable to lay his 
complaint before the local magistrate and the next morning he reported,

At *am George Dupen being at duty was ordered to the post to 
receive cargo and after receiving a few bales of cotton he threw the 
slings overboard. On the chief officer then remonstrating with him 
for his negligence and want of attention he turned round in a most 
impertinent manner and commenced humming a tune beating time 
to the same with his foot.

Travers’s account makes George sound like a particularly annoying teenager 
but there was of course more to the story than this. In another stroke of 
good luck I found the Madras Times for %$*! preserved on microfiche in 
the British Library. It contained a full transcript of the court case. In his 
testimony George described how Travers assaulted him.

The chief officer then ordered me aft and before I had time to move 
he laid hold of me by the shoulder and pushed me violently towards 
the main hatchway; he afterwards struck me a blow with his fist 
which felled me to the ground and lifted me up again on my legs by 
my hair. He continued to push me aft as far as the capstan.

The ship’s carpenter testified that he had witnessed the attack, as did the 
second officer, but neither was prepared to say that the captain was party 
to what happened. Captain Jury himself stated that he had seen nothing. 
Travers took the stand and admitted the assault, under what he claimed 
was very severe provocation. It was not surprising that the magistrate 
dismissed any case against the captain. ‘But with regard to the chief officer,’ 
he declared, ‘no circumstances whatever can have justified him in treating 
the prosecutor [George] in the manner he has done.’ Travers was fined () 
rupees, #) of which were given to George as compensation. George was 
then asked if he wanted to return to the ship. ‘I would rather go to jail,’ 
he replied. The magistrate accordingly ordered the captain to give him his 
discharge.

But it would have been an empty victory if George could not find 
another job. Luckily he met Tom Stanes, who recognised him as a young 
man prepared to take risks and sent him off to open up the jungle for coffee 
planting. Over the next &) years George went from rebellious youngster 
to a respected member of colonial society, winning prizes for his crop and 
providing employment for his youngest brother and a couple of nephews. 
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He probably left the sea at the right time, 
since it became harder to progress from 
mate to master as steam took over from 
sail. In %$() the pathetic figure of Captain 
Jury fetched up in Adelaide, unemployed 
and unemployable. It was said that he had 
suffered a sunstroke in India. In %$$%, when 
George and his wife were hobnobbing 
with the gentry in Kensington, Bernard 
Travers was living in a humble dwelling in 
St Pancras and out of work.

This story is told in more detail in 
my book, A Cornish Cargo, available 
from Amazon in Kindle and paperback 
editions.

Dr Alison Baxter 
Member, SNR

‘Invincible’
How a mid-eighteenth-century experimental French navy 

ship helped Nelson win the battle of Trafalgar
The story of the Royal Navy’s ‘first’ HMS Invincible is not widely known 
in maritime history circles; nor is the ship recognized or celebrated in the 
same manner as Nelson’s Victory. Yet the ship had a profound impact 
on Royal Navy operations and military successes in the latter half of the 
eighteenth century, and arguably Britain’s decisive win at Trafalgar was in 
part attributable to the navy building the backbone of its fleet with third-
rate vessels developed from the lines of this revolutionary warship. All of 
this is known today courtesy of a happenstance discovery in %'(' by an 
unassuming Portsmouth, UK fisherman named Arthur Mack.

In its time the Invincible was revered as the Royal Navy’s fastest and 
best-performing warship of its class, but these virtues were not to the credit 
of British ship designers. The vessel had been built for service in the French 
Navy by designer and constructor Pierre Morineau in a shipbuilding yard 
at Rochefort in the south-west of France, where it was launched in %("". It 
was one of two of a new style of two-deck ("-gun warship approved by the 
Minister of the Marine, Maurepas, in August %("%; several other examples 
were later built. Maurepas’ inclination was to abandon the traditional 
three-deck warship for two key reasons. Omitting the uppermost gun 
deck reduced the use of framing timber which in turn saved on build cost. 
This also did away with ‘light’ guns, typically %&-pounders, mounted on 
that deck due to stability and centre of gravity limitations. Light guns were 
generally considered ineffective except for close-quarters action. On the 

George’s youngest brother on their coffee 
plantation in !&## (Photograph from the author’s 
collection.)

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Cornish-Cargo-history-Victorian-seafaring/dp/B08F6CGFPK/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=1598804735&sr=8-1
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other hand, the %$ and !*-pounder guns which the French mounted in the 
lower decks were a force to be reckoned with.

The English soon took notice of this new, impressive, and rather large 
vessel. Lord Anson recognized L’Invincible as a fine instrument of war 
and coveted her. When opportunity arose at the battle of Cape Finisterre 

on %" May %("(, Anson seized his 
chance and captured the ship as a war 
prize.

L’Invincible was escorted back to 
Britain and received at Portsmouth 
Dockyard for survey, repairs, refitting 
and renaming as a British Third Rate 
ship of the line. It was soon discovered 
that the ship’s design was nothing 
like British establishment, and the 
ship proved herself to be technically 
and operationally superior to any 
other vessel of similar rating in the 
Royal Navy. We know today that 
eighteenth-century French naval 
ad minis trators placed significant 
emphasis on engineering and 
science in ship design, whereas their 
British counterparts were limited 
by established ‘best practices’ that 
employed empirical methodology 

Figure $ George Anson, !st Baron Anson, by 
Thomas Hudson (Public domain)

Figure ! Arsenal de Rochefort in !#'! by Joseph Vernet (Public domain)
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(design improvization by trial and error) rather than systematic theory.
The chief attributes of Invincible’s superior design are noteworthy. The 

French arranged the ship’s batteries on two lengthened decks that provided 
extra gun bays, rather than the favoured English approach of shorter-
hulled vessels with stacked gun decks. This resulted in a lower centre of 
gravity, allowing the ship to carry a large press of canvas on her masts with 
improved handling and sailing capabilities. It also made for a large, strong-
framed hull nearly equal in length to the Victory. The lower sills of the main 
gun deck ports were * feet above the waterline, some %+ feet higher than 
her English counterparts. This meant the French could engage their most 
powerful guns in more varied sailing and weather conditions compared 
to British warships – a distinct operational advantage. Invincible’s hull 
characteristics of a full bow, slender lines aft and a narrow, more vertically 
oriented rudder meant the ship was capable of %! knots which was on 
average & to ! knots better than comparable English ships.

Some ten years after Invincible’s capture, Anson, who can be described 
as a visionary of his time, had finally persuaded both the Navy Board 
and the Admiralty of this French design superiority, and beginning in 
the late %(#)s new English-built ships were adopting Invincible’s design 
characteristics. The ship offered the best overall combination of size, 
firepower and agility to answer to the range of duties a warship had to 
perform, and to complement all this, was also a fine sailing ship. Captain 
Augustus Keppel was quoted in %("$ as saying, ‘She outsails the whole 
of the Navy of England.’ And so, by the battle of Trafalgar in %$)#, two 
thirds of the Royal Navy’s fleet comprised Third Rate ("-gun workhorse 
ships based on Invincible’s lines. 

The Invincible itself met a sad, disastrous end after becoming stranded 
on the Dean Sand, known today as Horse Tail, after a calamitous series 
of events upon weighing anchor early in the morning of %' February 
%(#$. The Invincible was one among a fleet of British warships and 
troop transports assembled at St Helen’s Roads, a navy anchorage in the 
Solent, off the Isle of Wight, beyond the south coast of England. The fleet, 
commanded by Admiral Edward Boscawen, was readying to sail across the 

Figure " Lord Anson’s victory off Cape Finisterre, !( May !#(#, by Samuel Scott 
(Public domain)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samuel_Scott_(painter)
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Atlantic to Nova Scotia in Canada for the planned capture of French-held 
Fortress Louisbourg. The plan to capture Louisbourg would be the first 
step in destroying their enemy’s foothold in North America so that Britain 
could affirm political dominance and protect its economic interests vested 
in the territory.

The accidental loss of Invincible in February %(#$ resonated through 
the navy, and a concerted but unsuccessful effort was initially made to 
save the ship. After the vessel was declared a loss, the remains of the ship 
eventually disappeared, entombed by sand and sea. Arthur Mack and a 
friend found the wreck while out fishing some &&% years later in May 
%'('. In the decade that followed, the wreck was partially excavated and 
investigations were undertaken in historical archives to learn the history 
and significance of this important ship. More recent excavations of the 
wreck commenced in &)%*, yielding a treasure trove of new artefacts from 
this Georgian ship and its crew that had been once lost to time.

Diving Deep: HMS ‘Invincible’ !#(( is a new exhibition produced 
by the National Museum of the Royal Navy showcasing these artefacts, 
telling the story of the ship, its crew and the archaeological excavations 
that revealed these secrets. The exhibition recently opened in Portsmouth 
Historic Dockyard and is scheduled to be on display through to October 
&)&%. It will then be relocated and reopened at the Historic Dockyard 
Chatham.

The story of how the Invincible was found, and the man who found it, 
Arthur Mack, is told in a new book co-authored by Brent Piniuta and John 
Broomhead, who was a founding member of the first HMS Invincible 
excavations project in the %'$)s. Arthur Mack: Old man of the sea is 
available in two print editions (for sale in the UK only), and worldwide as 
a Kindle ebook, on Amazon.co.uk.

Brent Piniuta
Brent is a lifelong naval history enthusiast and volunteer historical 
researcher working with the National Museum of the Royal Navy, on the 
Diving Deep: HMS Invincible !#(( exhibition. Brent also acquired Scuba 
diving accreditation for an opportunity to dive on the Invincible wreck in 
&)%*.

Figure ( His Majesty’s Ship ‘Invincible’ by Robert Short, !#%! (Public domain)

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Arthur-Mack-Old-Man-Sea/dp/B08C4F7QK9
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The Falklands Maritime Museum
A brief outline of the maritime history of the Falkland Islands
The Falkland Islands have grown and developed though the enterprise 
of seafaring explorers and pioneers, creating a history that is intertwined 
with maritime tradition.

The English navigator Captain John Davis is credited with discovering 
the Falkland Islands on %" August %#'&. His ship Desire adorns their coat 
of arms and its name has been incorporated into their motto, ‘Desire the 
Right’. Another English captain, John Strong, made the first landing on 
the Islands, at Bold Cove on West Falkland in %*'), naming the channel 
between the large east and west islands ‘Falkland Sound’ after Viscount 
Falkland, Treasurer to the Navy.

Over the years the Falkland Islands were sighted and charted by 
navigators of several nations. They had no indigenous population and 
settlement began in %(*"/*# when the French diplomat and explorer, Louis 
Antoine de Bougainville, established a colony on East Falkland which he 
named Fort St Louis, and Commodore John Byron claimed the islands for 
Britain and set up a settlement and garrison at Port Egmont on Saunders 
Island, West Falkland.

The %$))s brought whaling and sealing boats to the Falklands. Seal 
populations had declined in the northern oceans, and these hunters began 
to exploit the waters around the largely unpopulated islands, a pillage that 
continued throughout the century.

In %$!! the Falkland Islands became entirely administered by Britain; 
the Islands’ first civilian governor arrived at Port Louis in %$"&. Governor 
Richard Clement Moody moved the seat of government to Port Jackson, 
renamed Stanley, and the small colony began to grow and develop.

One of the prime reasons for fascinating maritime history of the 
Falklands is their location on one of the great trading routes of the world, 
Cape Horn. The Horn provided an essential route between the Pacific and 
Atlantic oceans prior to the building of the Panama Canal in %'%" and the 
Falklands were an important supply point for vessels making the journey. 

Many ships suffered damage upon the tempestuous seas and, as a result, 
Stanley’s ship repair business was very lucrative, particularly during the 
%$#)s and %$*)s, when the discovery of gold in California and in Australia, 
and Peruvian guano trade created a massive increase in ships rounding 
Cape Horn.

More than %)) wrecks are known to lie off the rocky coasts of the 
Islands; other ships, having limped into Stanley, but in a condition beyond 
repair, were stripped and sold for use as storage hulks or warehouses. The 
most accessible of these are the Jhelum and the Lady Elizabeth which sit 
on the shores of Stanley harbour. The skeletal remains of several other 
ships, such as the Capricorn, Fleetwing and the Afterglow can still be seen 
along the harbour front.

In the %'))s the Falklands’ industry shifted to sheep farming and internal 
shipping was vital, with islanders depending upon the small vessels for 
supplies, transport and communication. Larger vessels ran between the 
islands, South America and Britain, carrying passengers, exporting wool 
and importing just about everything else.

The Falkland Islands demonstrated their strategic value in both World 
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Wars. On $ December %'%" Admiral Sturdee led a British squadron from 
Stanley against the German Pacific Fleet commanded by Admiral Graf von 
Spee. The British victory secured naval supremacy in the South Atlantic 
for the remainder of the war and is commemorated each year with a public 
holiday and parade. The islands also witnessed the battle of the River Plate 
in December %'!', when the German pocket battleship, the Graf Spee, 
was hunted down by the Exeter, Ajax and the Achilles. 

The Falklands Islands are a self-governing British Overseas Territory. 
The United Kingdom has responsibility for defence and foreign affairs. 
The population numbers around !,")). There are two larger islands (East 
and West Falklands) with the capital Stanley on East Falkland.

The Historic Dockyard Museum in Stanley
The award-winning Historic Dockyard Museum, established with the 
generous financial help from the Falkland Islands government and first 
opened in %'$', is about to get even bigger. The staff and trustees of the 
Falkland Islands Museum and National Trust are leading a campaign to 
build the Lookout Gallery and Exhibition Hall and open it on the ")th 
anniversary of the %'$& conflict on %" June &)&&. 

The trust has a rich track record in saving and protecting the fascinating 
maritime history of the Falklands Islands. The battles of Coronel and 
Falklands in %'%" were the first major naval battles of the First World 
War, with over %,")) sailors from both sides losing their lives and the 
Lookout Gallery will document these significant stories as well as the 
recent discovery of one of the German ships involved in the battle of the 
Falklands, the SMS Scharnhorst.

However, the museum has no available storage and the staff are cramped 
for space. The Historic Dockyard Museum is only able to provide an 
excellent and popular display of a selection of the smaller items from the 
extensive collection of items in its possession – a collection which increases 

Figure ! The Historic Dockyard Museum in Stanley
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daily as people donate more interesting artefacts. 
The reserve collection is currently kept in cardboard boxes stacked up in 

a building that is not fit for purpose – and which the trust is renting. It has 
become evident that they urgently need another building to provide stable 
conditions for the storage of all items not on display in order to prevent 
any deterioration. This building is the Lookout Gallery and Exhibition 
Hall which will combine two essential functions: storage for the reserve 
collection and for the display of a number of large items of significant 
importance, e.g. the ex-Royal Air Force Sea King SAR helicopter gifted 
to the museum following its service to the Islands – and a beautifully 
preserved section of one of the last American packet ships, the Charles 
Cooper. The museum has also been pledged a Sea Harrier and a Lynx 
helicopter which, along with a section on post-traumatic stress disorder 
(PTSD), will complete the story of %'$&.

The new Lookout Gallery and Exhibition Hall will also be the base for 
a member of staff who will be responsible for the heritage conservation 
issues faced by the Falklands and whose task will be to complete the 
Historic Environment Record (HER). The HER was started recently 
and will document the Falklands in relation to its landscapes, buildings, 
monuments, sites and archaeological finds. The additional space will also 
be home to the Outreach Assistant and will give the Past Finders youth 
group (the museum’s history club for $- to %*-year-olds) a dedicated 
meeting place. Visiting researchers will also be able to make use of the 
space.

Our fundraising campaign
To date the fundraising campaign has gone very well. The overall costs 
for the new Lookout Gallery and Exhibition Hall is in the region of 
£%,))#,$%*."" and the funds raised so far come to £'#),)!*.)). Significant 
sums donated or loaned include £&#),))).)) donated by the Falklands 
Islands Government (plus a £#)),))).)) interest free loan), £&)),))).)) 
from the Friends of the Falklands Islands Museum (FIMA Friends), as well 

Figure $ The North and West Elevation of 
the new Lookout Gallery and Exhibition Hall 
(courtesy Historic Dockyard Museum)
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as other smaller but no less significant amounts from other benefactors. 
The shortfall is £%)),))) . . . although the museum team still needs to raise 
money for exhibition panels/cases and interactive kiosks. 

Any support in meeting this shortfall will be greatly appreciated. If 
you have any queries, please do not hesitate to contact Andrea Barlow, 
director of the Falkland Islands Museum and National Trust. To donate, 
please visit https://www.givengain.com/c/fimnt/ or contact the director at 
director@falklands-museum.co.fk

Tasmin Tyrrell
Promotions and Exhibitions Officer 

Falkland Islands Museum and National Trust

The Falklands Maritime Heritage Trust (FMHT)
Website

The Trustees of the Falklands Maritime Heritage Trust (FMHT) have 
announced the launch of their website www.fmht.co.uk. 

For the Trust, the launch of the website is an important step in their 
mission to educate a global audience about the maritime history of the 
Falkland Islands. They intend to develop their narrative, including further 
accounts of ships that braved the notoriously stormy waters of Cape Horn 
or were engaged in conflict or exploration. They also envisage marking 
also significant anniversaries such as the SS Great Britain’s return in %'() 
to Bristol from the Falklands, the death of Sir Ernest Shackleton in January 
%'&& and the Falklands War in %'$&.

They are seeking comments on the website through the ‘Contact Us’ 
option on the website itself. And please share your ideas about what they 
might showcase in the future: do you, for example, have images that you 
would be happy to share with us and with those who will visit the website.

Richard Holme
Trustee, FMHT

Brassey’s #&$'
A look towards the past, and a glance towards the future

For many years there has been in my possession a well-worn copy of 
Brassey’s Naval Annual !)"&. London-published and edited by Rear-
Admiral H. G. Thursfield, this book, in its own day, seems to have been 
commonly referred to as simply Brassey’s !)"&. To judge by annotations in 
my copy, its original owner was probably a naval officer, perhaps already 
retired.

I have no intention of writing a review but, on recently looking 
through Brassey’s !)"&, it has occurred to me that comment on some of 
its content might be of interest to readers of Topmasts. Chapter " was 
written by Captain A. C. Dewar RN, and it dealt with ‘Neutrality or 
Non-Intervention’. War clouds were darkening across the world; already, 
indeed, the Spanish Civil War was in progress, and its ramifications duly 
received Dewar’s attention. As a general comment on the subject of his 
chapter, he spoke out against what he viewed as a kind of pugnacious 
‘sentimentality’, the fruits of which ‘unrefined by any study of war or 
history, cover the question at issue with a welter of oily confusion’.

https://www.givengain.com/c/fimnt/
http://www.fmht.co.uk
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In chapter ( Captain H. Taprell Dorling RN wrote about ‘Men of the 
Merchant Navy’. He figured in the list of contents with name and rank 
stated; however, he signed his contribution with the pseudonym ‘Taffrail’, 
which he used for a surprisingly wide range of publications devoted to 
maritime themes. To present-day eyes, it might seem strange that the 
writing of this chapter was not entrusted to a merchant captain. Be that 
as it may, Dorling, like Dewar, included a strand of history through his 
remarks.

Talk of war was growing louder and louder, and some of his views 
expressed worries regarding Britain’s mercantile marine. Its basic statistics 
were indicated as being inadequate, should Britain become involved 
in major conflict. Dorling also opined that arrangements for training 
merchant officers needed considerable overhaul. He insisted that such 
points were a matter of great national importance, supporting his claims 
with some eye-catching assertions. For example, ‘The Merchant Navy has 
a tradition as fine as that of the Royal Navy, both in war and in peace.’ 
In his closing paragraph, he added this sentence, ‘It cannot too often be 
reiterated that the two Sea Services are interdependent and indivisible.’

By way of general background, it should be mentioned that Brassey’s 
!)"& included a ‘Naval Air Section’ of () or so pages. These carried several 
chapters, written by various hands, with the editor leading the way in a 
discussion of ‘British Naval Air Progress’. Elsewhere, ‘Foreign Fleet Air 
Arms’ received attention. Attention also went to what might be termed 
the social effect, within the Royal Navy, of increasing ‘air’ influence. E. 
Colston Shepherd dealt with various aspects of ‘Naval Aircraft Production’, 
finding fault with a number of British types currently in service. Using the 
pseudonym ‘Securus’, another contributor considered the extent to which 
aircraft might be able to control ‘Sea Communications’.

***
Obviously, much of Brassey’s !)"& must be viewed as a ‘period piece’. 
However, one can readily imagine that the original owner of my copy 

Figure ! HMS ‘Southampton’, a Town class cruiser, commissioned in !)"# (Courtesy of the Imperial War 
Museum, IWM HU')*(&)
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read the items which I have mentioned with urgent interest. Recent re-
reading of the chapters written by Captains Dewar and Dorling has been 
of particular interest to me, because questions of seagoing commerce and 
claimed neutrality have long played a part in my own work involving 
privateering activity during the French Revolutionary Wars. 

Through the centuries, matters of that general sort have commonly 
tended to provoke bitter controversy. In various periods, despite different 
technologies and political structures, some underlying attitudes and 
interactions seem to recur. 

In round figures, it is some $) years since Brassey’s !)"& made its 
appearance. Those eighty years have witnessed huge changes within our 
human world, including some altered perceptions regarding maritime 
affairs. 

Changing my focus from the past to the future, I have also given 
thought to the $) or so years which today separate us from the year &%)), 
a goal or landmark that often figures in discussion of humankind’s future. 
With that in mind, and ‘greatly daring’ (as the saying goes), I now turn to 
some things that may perhaps be realities in that distant year. Please note 
that these are not predictions, and that no claim is made for them as being 
‘original’. They are just things that seem to be possible . . .

First, might ongoing climate change mean that by &%)) increasingly vast 
areas of the land will be more or less uninhabitable? If so, will our species 
be forced to view the sea not just as a resource, but as a last resort? I leave 
it to the reader to guess at the technological and psychological adaptations 
that would be necessary to accomplish this large-scale change of habitat.

Another possibility is that by &%)) maritime history will tend to give 
increased attention to the hardship and suffering so often revealed by 
the study of the seagoing past. Hardship and suffering that bore down 
on families as well as the seafarers themselves, be it noted. Although it is 
arguable that such matters receive far more attention nowadays than once 
was the case, they may well be given even greater emphasis as our present 
century continues on its uneasy way.

A final thought in this series of possibilities involves the Society for 
Nautical Research (SNR) and its outstanding role in fostering the cause 
of maritime history, in a wide and inclusive sense. As far as undeniable 
uncertainties allow, it seems that the SNR will ‘still be there’ in $) years 
from now. This view is based on more than wishful thinking. In close on 
half a century of membership, I have seen the SNR change and adapt so as 
to keep on playing its distinctive role to good effect. Yes, indeed, I believe 
that the SNR will still be at work in &%)).

H. J. K. Jenkins 
SNR Fellow

Food for thought: Editor’s note

This is perhaps a good time to reflect on Captain Dewar’s comment, just as 
we have ‘regained our independence and sovereignty’ through Brexit, and 
look back in history, hopefully not facing the prospect of war, but certainly 
facing a potentially big change in trading practices and partnerships, and 
guard against ‘pugnacious sentimentality’ when facing a different world 
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outside the European Union.
Taffrail reminded us of the importance of the Merchant Navy. As a 

nation have we once again forgotten the Merchant Navy and the role it 
plays in sustaining our way of life? A series of blogs on the website of 
the Merseyside Maritime Museum highlight the plight of the crews of 
container ships, tankers and bulkers who have been stranded on what must 
seem like a never ending shuttle across the oceans, with Covid restrictions 
preventing crew changes that would allow them to return to their families. 
Sadly, at best, this is a footnote in the general news media in spite of the 
distress being suffered by those who keep the wheels of out economy 
turning.

https://www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/whatson/merseyside-
maritime-museum/exhibition/life-board-gallery

It is also perhaps significant that the first overseas deployment of 
HMS Queen Elizabeth is to Asia, in order to maintain freedom of sea 
communications in a region where China is rapidly developing a seaborne 
Air Arm that is seen as a threat to the free passage of shipping. 

Let’s hope that those who are currently in positions of influence have 
studied and reflected upon historical events such as those outlined in 
Brassey’s %'!$, and learned the appropriate lessons.

Nigel Blanchford
Editor, Topmasts

Model Ship Making: Expertise rewarded 

Back in the %'()s and %'$)s my father, Jack Lindsay, a sales and marketing 
director in ICI, then briefly as a recruitment manager in British Shipbuilders, 
turned his hand to model marking as a hobby. He constructed small models 
of Royal Naval ships and also ships in bottles.

His expertise was recognized by the Worshipful Company of Shipwrights 
in October %'$& when he won an award for his model of a Royal Frigate. 
This is an article written about his model making in %'$".

Figure ! Ship in a miniature Tabasco bottle (Author’s collection)

https://www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/whatson/merseyside-maritime-museum/exhibition/life-board-gallery
https://www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/whatson/merseyside-maritime-museum/exhibition/life-board-gallery
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Symbol for World Expedition meant loss of hair for Jack
Jack Lindsay’s reasons for turning his hand to model making are 
characteristically bizarre.

He was in Mexico at the time when a friend of his returned from 
a trip to New York with all the bits and pieces of a ship and bottle 
to assemble. ‘What he had quite truthfully forgotten was that he lost 
two fingers on one hand. He couldn’t fit the ship together – never 
mind get it in to the bottle. We were ill with laughing.’

Lindsay made the model instead and went on to make a second 
when the same friend put money on it. He bet him a case of 
champagne that he could not make a boat small enough to fit into a 
tiny miniature sauce bottle. Mr Lindsay did – but his friend forgot 
about the champagne. 

British Shipbuilder’s selection and recruitment manager is an 
extraordinary model-maker. His skill won him his recent commission 
– quite by chance – he didn’t ask for it. And his inventiveness must 
take some beating. Mr Lindsay has produced a scale model of the 
American frigate Raleigh, built in %((*, later captured by the British 
and taken in to His Britannic Majesty’s own fleet.

He has captured the ship’s split personality. One side of the 
model is shown as a Royal Navy vessel complete with British flag 
and the other side it is in its American colours with its Grand Union 
or Continental flag. The model was made over %# months, in spare 
moments, in ‘a hole under the stairs’. 

 Intricate parts
The materials he used for some of the intricate parts of the vessel 
were unusual – to say the least. Wood was extricated from the inside 
of cigar tubes for the hull, and an old split cane fishing rod was 
shaved to size for the masts and yards. Horsehair did service in the 

Figure $ The two sides of the ship ‘Raleigh’ (Author’s Collection)
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standing rigging and Jack used his own unconventional material for 
the running rigging – his own hair! ‘I’ve never heard of anyone doing 
that before,’ he said.

Soap was ingeniously used to model a long boat. Planking was 
laid around it and glued and the soap dissolved with water – leaving 
an immaculate boat.

The figurehead of Sir Walter Raleigh was carved from a piece of 
mahogany and painted. 

Mr Lindsay, who served in the Royal Navy as a pilot, is fascinated 
by late eighteenth and nineteenth century naval history. “The vessels 
they built were remarkable. They were lethal weapons of war but 
managed to look very beautiful while at sea.”

In the past, Mr Lindsay has completed a model of HMS Victory 
– made from a piece of wood from the historic ship, acquired by his 
late father-in-law who was Deputy Curator of the Victory Museum.

 History
Some of the ships he models haven’t got a great deal of history behind 
them; in %'"' when his yacht sank in the North Sea he decided to 
make a sentimental gesture and make a model – his first.

He was working in Ireland at the time and mahogany was the 
chosen wood for the yacht, taken from a dining table that had been 
in a house blown up by the Black and Tans. Later on he made a 
model of a frigate which won a special mention in the %'$& model 
competition of the Worshipful Company of Shipwrights. His talent 
was spotted . . . . and he was asked to make the Raleigh.

The model was used as a logo and symbol to launch the four-
year round the world Operation Raleigh expedition in November 
%'$". Mr Lindsay’s model is now in pride of place in the boardroom 

Figure " The American frigate ‘Raleigh’ (Author’s collection)
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of the Raleigh Expedition Trust to mark the anniversary of Walter 
Raleigh’s founding of the first English speaking American colony.
His models of the Raleigh and the Victory are approximately ( inches 

long overall. His ship in the Tabasco bottle is much smaller, as the bottle 
itself is only &+ inches long. He made several ships in bottles, in some 
cases more than one ship in a single bottle. Always keen to experiment, he 
also encased a small model in plastic. 

Writing this article makes me wonder how active is today’s model 
making world. In my day as a child in the %'*)s, many children were 
making Airfix models. I sense however that children are ‘glued to the 
box’ and do not have the patience to get involved with model making. 
Hopefully when they see models in museums, particularly the National 
Maritime Museum, they may take up the hobby.

Unbeknown to my father, his great-grandfather William Schaw 
Lindsay, refers to model making in his diary of %$#%. He was a shipbroker 
and a Member of Parliament and was quite influential in mid-Victorian 
merchant shipping. 

In %$#% I resided at Mornington Lodge which was situated not far 
from Hammersmith gate. On my way to the city I used now and 
again in the morning to walk through the Great Exhibition of that 
year. At that time Lord Grenville was Vice President of the Board of 
Trade with which I had then a good deal of communication in regard 
to various changes in our Navigation and Maritime Laws. During 
one of my morning walks through the Exhibition Her Majesty was 
present with the two boys, the Prince of Wales and Prince Alfred, 
and she was attended by Lord Grenville and other persons. As we 
passed, Lord Grenville nodded, and beckoned that he wished to 
speak a word to me. We were then in the West End Gallery and it 
so happened that we went into a place where there were a number 
of models of ships and amongst the number the model of one of 
eight Indiamen which I had ordered to be built to meet the altered 
circumstances of the trade in navigation and which consequently was 
the object of a good deal of discussion at the time in the Newspapers.

Lord Granville wishing to be out of the way of her Majesty had 
stepped aside into one of the recesses where these models stood and 
he and I were there standing when the Queen suddenly turned into 
the narrow passage where we stood. We were so close that we could 
not get very well away without some excuse so we took off our hats 
and found Lord Grenville remarking that he had stopped me to 
obtain some information about some shipping questions then under 
the consideration of the Board of Trade.

The Queen seemed to be familiar with my name for she promptly 
remarked that I had a model in the exhibition of one of my ships 
which she would like me to show her. Of course I readily acquiesced 
and we soon reached the model which stood five or six feet above the 
floor on a pedestal or frame made for the purpose.

As the model stood too high for the boys to see it Prince Alfred 
then a child of about five or six years of age asked me if I would lift 
him in my arms so that he might see the rigging and other things about 
the model which appeared very favourably to attract his attention. 
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Having received her Majesty’s permission I lifted the child in my 
arms and was explaining the him the different points when, boyish 
like, he whispered in my ear that he would be so very much obliged 
to me if I would give him a small brass anchor which hung over the 
bows and had evidently been the object of his desire. I asked the 
Queen if I might do so but she said that I must not do so, for if I gave 
him the anchor he would next want the spars and the ship himself, 
then taking him from my arms she gave him as good a scolding for 
his greed as any mother ever gave her son. No boys were ever better 
drilled or less spoiled that those two boys seemed to be while under 
the control and guardian care of their excellent mother and if I have 
had through life a very strong feeling of regard and a high sense 
of loyalty for the Queen it is because she is not merely the best of 
monarchs but also the wisest of parents.

See more of William Schaw Lindsay in a recent article ‘William Schaw 
Lindsay and the Oceangoing Auxiliary Steamer’ in The Mariner’s Mirror 
%)*:% (February &)&)), "!–*%

William S. Lindsay
Member, SNR

HMS ‘Terrible’ Correction

In the November issue of Topmasts it was mistakenly stated that the 
grandfather of the person who commissioned the small scale model of 
HMS Defence from William Mowll, Admiral Sir Henry Harvey Bruce 
KCB MVO, lost his life in the battle of Jutland. I am happy to correct 
that statement. His connection to HMS Defence was that in %'%% he took 
command of the ship escorting the newly crowned King George V and 
Queen Mary,) to India and back, for the Delhi Durbar. This event was an 
Indian celebration held to commemorate the recent coronation.

Nigel Blanchford
Editor 

StopPress: Armada maps saved for the nation

After a very rapid and successful 
fundraising campaign by the 
National Museum of the Royal Navy 
(NMRN), the  Armada maps have 
been saved for the nation. 

The director general of the 
NMRN, Dominic Tweddle, said that 
members of the public ‘had dug deep 
in extremely difficult times’. The 
target was reached with the assistance 

of £&%&,*)) from the National Heritage Memorial Fund and £&)),))) 
from the Art Fund. The maps will educate  and inspire future generations.

BZ NMRN!!
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An Alphabet of Ship Modelling
A is for Anchors

This is a lighthearted series of challenges which face the scratch builder of 
model ships – in other words a brief look at not only the finished articles 
in all their glory, but also some of the techniques involved with producing 
miniatures, and the historical research required to validate them.

Trotman pattern This miniature and very accurate 
example on a scale of %:"$ is fabricated from gunmetal, 
and could well have been made as an example for a patent 
submission. It will serve well to name the parts of an 
anchor. Going from top to bottom, first is the anchor 
shackle; followed by the removable anchor stock; the 
nuts at the end of the stock; the shank or shaft; the 
flukes or palms; fish-tackle; the crown of the anchor, 
secured with a split pin. It comes from the period of 
iron-built ships in the %$*)s the result of experiments 
by the Admiralty to find a better way of grounding the 
curvature of the crown, using a pivot. One of these was 
fitted to the SS Great Britain, and an example is placed 
on the dockside at Bristol. Titanic, Olympic and even 
Queen Victoria’s yacht also carried them

Admiralty pattern The Admiralty pattern has 
a removable stock for two main reasons; when 
fixed, it ‘elbows’ the crown of the anchor until 
the flukes bite into the sea bed; and when it has 
been catted, will stow easily on a deck or in a 
cradle. Forged from iron, their heavy weight 
would mean that the anchor chain would rest on 
the sea bed and the ship was largely held in place 
by the chain rather than the anchor itself.

This miniature example of casting, is using a 
wooden pattern anchor and stock together. On 
the left hand side is the pattern resting in dental 
plaster (Herculite), the first of a two part process 
(figure !). On the right-hand side the impression 
made in the RTV rubber; a second pouring 
with the mould walls back in place, completes 
the process. Note the location buttons which 
register the two halves. The ingate for pouring 
has not yet been carved out at the head of the 
mould to allow for the flow of metal.

Martin’s anchor
Martin and Son’s patent for a new self-canting anchor, sold worldwide, was 
taken out in %$*'. It was in use as a kedge anchor at the stern of the super 
dreadnought model of HMS Thunderer. Mine was copied from Captain 

Figure ! The Trotman 
anchor

Figure " Admiralty Pattern mould

Figure $ The bower and waist 
anchors as fitted to the model of 
HMS ‘Gannet’
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Paasch’s Illustrated Marine Encyclopedia (%$')) and the were fitted to pre-
dreadnought battleships as bower anchors. There was no welding involved 
with their production

Wasteneys/Smith patent William Wasteneys Smith, 
based at Newcastle upon Tyne, took out improving 
patents for his stockless anchors from %$(% to %')". Figure 
* shows rough miniature castings in low-melt metal of 
this stockless anchor; the three main components are the 
tapering shank which pivots on a central rivet and the two 
articulating arms which have flat rectangular bottoms.

Ice anchors SS Discovery’s heavily built Admiralty pattern 
anchors were hoisted on davits, stowed on the decks, for 
fear of being a projection for the passing ice-floes. Note 
that there are no projections of any kind on the hull of 
Discovery; the only available light came through the deck 
and sky lights

All images are taken from the author’s collection. 
William Mowll
Member, SNR

Figure ( Imperial Japanese Navy ‘Fuji’ 
launched !&)', part of the original collection 
of builder’s models at the Thames Ironworks, 
showing Martins’ patent anchors in cutaways on 
the foredeck

Figure % Shown close hauled in 
the hawses of HMS ‘Thunderer’ 
model

Figure ' Rough 
miniature castings

Figure # Preliminary drawings for SS ‘Discovery’ 
model

Figure & Ice anchors on SS ‘Discovery’
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Treen Artefact
Three years ago I assisted John Bethell’s stepson and stepdaughter to clear 
his Chichester house. The attached illustration of a treen artefact would 
have ended in a skip.

Its origin is unknown. My guess is that John picked it up beachcombing 
either off Ouistreham or when they owned a flat at Auray in the Gulf of 
Morbihan.

Can anyone identify this artefact? The artefact is thought to be at least 
%)) years old.

All images are taken from the author’s collection.
John M. Bingeman

Vice-President, SNR

SNR News
SNR Victory Medal (!"!#) Awarded to Andrew Baines

Andrew Baines studied both quantity surveying and maritime conservation 
science at the University of Portsmouth, later going on to study for a 
master’s degree in maritime history at the Greenwich Maritime Institute. 
He has developed a career in the care of historic ships, working first on 
HMS Warrior, before moving to HMS Victory as curator. He subsequently 
became Head of Historic Ships and is now Deputy Executive Director 
of Museum Operations at the National Museum of the Royal Navy 
(NMRN).

Since joining NMRN, Andrew has guided HMS Victory through one 
of the most challenging periods in her conservation history. Working 

Figure $ Side view showing pad piece base

Figure " Base view. 

Figure ! Vertical view of treen bowl with 
handle, (* per cent surviving
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alongside the HMS Victory Technical Committee, Andrew initiated a 
radical new system of hull support which involved the careful removal of 
the %'&& cradle and the installation of %!" steel props fitted with load cells 
to monitor any future movement of the structure. This work concluded 
earlier this year and formed the first phase of stabilization in what is a 
long and complex programme of conservation, undertaken entirely on 
Andrew’s watch. 

Andrew also rose to the challenge of establishing the UK’s first historic 
ship team within the NMRN, balancing this against his all-consuming 
work with HMS Victory. As a result, his team were required to support 
other navy ships under the care of NMRN, including those at widespread 
UK sites, with the conservation of HMS Caroline, in conjunction with the 
First World War centenary of the battle of Jutland in &)%*, being another 
strong candidate for his time.

Andrew’s commitment, drive and level of input has far exceeded that 
which might be expected from an individual in his role and, despite the 
pressure of his increasing workload, he has been praised by all those who 
have worked closely with him for his ceaseless dedication to the vessels 
under his care.

Note The Victory Medal was traditionally awarded to those who have 
shown exceptional assistance and dedication in serving HMS Victory and 
assisting in her conservation, but since &)%& has been awarded to those 
who have demonstrated similar dedication to any vessel(s). However, the 
award of the &)&% medal returns to its origins.

SNR Fellowship Awards !"!"

Dr Ann Coats
Ann is a senior lecturer at the University of Portsmouth, teaching 
heritage and the historic built environment, and is consultant historian to 
Portsmouth Naval Base Property Trust. She gained her doctorate at the 
University of Sussex for her thesis entitled ‘The Economy of the Navy 
and Portsmouth: A discourse between the civilian naval administration of 
Portsmouth dockyard and the surrounding communities, %*#)–%$))’. Her 
research focuses on the history and the re-use of dockyards, mutiny and 
convicts and has project-managed, and co-authored, $*th Century Naval 
Dockyards: Devonport and Portsmouth characterisation report (&)%#). She 
has served on the Society’s Research and Programmes Committee from 
&))#–' and returned to serve again in &)%*. A member of the Society’s 
Council she also co-founded and is chair of the Naval Dockyards Society 
and is a Fellow of the Royal Historical Society.

Ann has been a committed committee and Council member for over 
%# years, supporting the Society in numerous ways during this time, and, 
with this in mind it is felt that a Fellowship award would be fully justified.

Dr Sam Willis
Sam studied history and archaeology at the University of Exeter and also 
gained his PhD in naval history there, studying under Professor Nicholas 
Rodger. He is a visiting fellow in maritime and naval history at the 
University of Plymouth and a Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries. He 
has published over %" books and numerous academic articles on maritime 
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and naval history and in &)%% was awarded the Society’s Anderson Medal 
for his book The Glorious First of June. In &)%) he made a discovery in 
the British Library of previously unpublished naval dispatches from the 
French Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars which became the subject of 
his book In the Hour of Victory. 

Sam is well known as a television and radio presenter of maritime 
history and is editor of Navy Records Online, the online publishing 
branch of the Navy Records Society. Since &)%" he has administered the 
Society’s online website and has recently launched The Mariner’s Mirror 
Podcast for the Society. He is passionate about maritime history and is 
committed to promoting research and advancing the public’s knowledge 
of the subject, at every level, which over the years has also assisted the 
Society in furthering its own objectives.

Society for Nautical Research AGM and Victory Dinner
Although we are still planning to hold the Society’s AGM on Saturday 
%& June &)&%, at this stage it is uncertain whether it will be in person, 
electronically or a mixture of both. As the situation becomes clearer later 
in the year we will inform the membership as soon as possible what the 
arrangements are. 

Unfortunately, though, it appears our annual dinner on Victory is out 
of the question as the staff at Portsmouth do not expect Lower Gun 
Deck dinners to resume until &)&&. The good news is that in &)&& we 
have a double celebration to look forward to. It will be the centenary of 
Victory’s dry docking on %" January and also the centenary of the Society’s 
official launch of the Save the Victory Fund in October of that year, on 
Trafalgar Day. We hope we can organize some suitable events to mark 
these important occasions. 

Alistair Roach 
Hon. Secretary, SNR 

The Society’s Sea Monster Logo updated

You may recall the article in the August &)&) edition of Topmasts when 
readers were reminded that our ‘sea monster’ first materialized as the 
Society’s logo in the %'*)s. Over the years it had morphed into a variety 
of versions and recently there has been some discussion about the need 
for a clearer, more modern logo. The thought behind this was the need for 
something that will be not only easily identifiable and recognizable, but 
is relevant for any modern situation, such as websites, podcasts, letters, 
badges, flags, etc., as well as on research papers, posters and advertising, 
e.g. showing our involvement/support at conferences, or our work on 
Victory and the associated refurbished Victory Gallery.

Having asked members for thoughts or ideas on ‘our’ monster, and 
its future use, it became very clear that everyone wanted to keep it as a 
recognizable symbol of the Society. It was also clear that to incorporate it 
into modern everyday usage it may have to morph yet again!

Fortunately for us one of our members, David Antscherl, who lives 
in Ontario, Canada, volunteered to do some artwork for us at no cost 
to the Society. David, as some of you may know, has over ") years’ 
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experience as a skilled fine scale ship model maker and conservator as well 
as being a writer, theatrical consultant and teacher. His many books (all 
published by Seawatch Books) include four volumes on The Fully Framed 
Model of HMN Swan Class Sloops !#'#–!#&* and also The Greenwich 
Hospital Barge of !&"$. David’s drafts and artwork were presented to the 
Publications and Membership Committee and also to Council where they 
were approved as well as being much admired. I think that most people 
would agree that, although retaining our friendly sea monster, his new 
design has a much fresher look to it and is more conducive to modern day 
use. We thank David for his time and skill, which is very much appreciated, 
and look forward to seeing our new logo being put to good use.

Alistair Roach
Hon. Secretary, SNR

Books for Sale

For sale Complete set of Patrick O’Brian’s Aubrey/Maturin novels, all &) 
books in good condition, £#) including postage and packing.

Please contact Mike Chubb, #! Whalley Road, Whalley Range 
Manchester M%* $AF or call )%*% &&* *$&&.

Anderson Medal Winner (!"#&) 
Evan Mawdsley

We are delighted to announce that, out of all the various nominations, the 
prestigious Anderson Medal, for the best maritime non-fiction book of 
&)%', has been awarded to Professor Evan Mawdsley for his book The 
War for the Seas: A maritime history of World War II. The judging panel 
felt that

Unlike some similar books that overly concentrate on operations, 
the author puts these matters into the overall strategic and economic 

Figure ! Original sea monster from the !%&% Wagenaer chart and three variations used 
over the years

Figure $ David Antscherl’s versions for use on its own and combined with the date and 
the Society’s name
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context with the result being that it is ‘the 
first fully integrated account of a truly global 
dimension to the war’. They believed it to be 
a landmark work for which its author is to 
be congratulated. It is the best of its kind and 
should be acquired by anyone interested in the 
subject, a most worthy award winner. 

The publishers describe Professor Mawdsley’s 
book as

A bold and authoritative maritime history of 
World War II which takes a fully international 
perspective and challenges our existing 
understanding.

The battle for control of the seas was crucial 
to determining the outcome of the Second 
World War. But how, facing the supremely effective German war 
machine, could Britain, the US and their allies successfully block the 
enemy at sea?

In this authoritative and richly detailed account of wartime sea 
power, Evan Mawdsley traces events from the first German U boat 
operations in September %'!' through to the surrender of the last 
U boats in May %'"#. Covering all the major battles in the Pacific 
and the Atlantic oceans, War for the Seas surveys the efforts of sea 
powers both major and minor, including the British Empire, United 
States, Japan and Germany as well as France, Italy and the Soviet 
Union. Mawdsley discusses the role of individual leaders, technical 
competition and change, and logistics and intelligence and provides a 
host of new insights into the epic struggle to defeat the Axis powers.

It is hoped that the medal can be presented to Evan Mawdsley at some 
stage during &)&% with, perhaps, a ceremony at the National Maritime 
Museum followed by a lecture given by the author, and a short reception 
afterwards. Unfortunately, due to Covid %', we are unable to make any 
definite arrangements at present but details will be announced as soon as 
possible.

Ships’ Bells of the #&!! Washington Treaty

A colleague and I are researching the fate of some objects associated with the 
scrapping of warships that had to be disposed of as part of the Washington 
Arms Limitations Treaty of %'&&. We are specifically interested in the 
location and manufacture of the ship’s bells of several Royal Navy ships 
that were decommissioned and scrapped or sunk (or disarmed and used as 
tenders, etc.) as part of that treaty.

We are aware that bells of decommissioned Royal Navy ships were 
routinely sold to the public, which makes the matter much more difficult, 
but are hoping to find the whereabouts of at least some of the bells. We 
have been in contact with the Disposal & Reserve Ships Organisation, but 
they do not hold any relevant data.
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We now wonder whether members of the Society for Nautical Research 
might have encountered bells of pre-First World War battleships and 
might have knowledge of the bells in question (see list below) or might 
be able to suggest leads. Any help SNR members can render would be 
gratefully acknowledged.

Ship Launched Ship  Launched
HMS Agamemnon %')* HMS Dreadnought %')*
HMS Agincourt %'%! HMS Erin %'%!
HMS Bellerophon %')( HMS Hercules %'%)
HMS Collingwood %')$ HMS Indomitable %')(
HMS Colossus %'%) HMS Inflexible %')(
HMS Commonwealth %')! HMS Lion %'%)
HMS Conqueror %'%% HMS Monarch %'%%

Thank you and stay safe in this Covid %' world of ours. Please send any 
information to

A/Professor Dirk H. R. Spennemann, ,.-., ./.0., -.1, ,234,45
Institute for Land, Water and Society, Charles Sturt University
PO Box ($', Albury NSW &*"), Australia
phone +*%-&-*)#% ''"( 
email dspennemann@csu.edu.au

Dirk Spennemann
Charles Sturt University

Calls for Papers
‘Estuaries and the Anthropocene’: A virtual symposium

!" May !#!", Texas A&M University at Galveston
Texas A&M University at Galveston invites proposals for a one-day, 
virtual symposium, ‘Estuaries and the Anthropocene’. This event will bring 
together scholars from across the humanities, social sciences, and STEM 
fields to explore the multifaceted connections between human societies 
and estuarine environments during both historical and contemporary time 
periods. 

The conference will take place virtually on &% May &)&%, featuring 
interdisciplinary panels and will conclude with a keynote address from 
Professor Jack E. Davis, the author of The Gulf: The making of an 

mailto:dspennemann@csu.edu.au
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American sea and the recipient of the &)%( Pulitzer Prize for History.
Proposals should be no more than !)) words, indicating the method of 

presentation, and include a CV. Additionally, the symposium’s proceedings 
will be considered for publication in an edited collection.

Email submissions to symposium organizer Blake Earle (tbe@tamug.
edu) by %# February &)&%.

For more details go to http://globalmaritimehistory.com/cfp-for-
estuaries-and-the-anthropocene-a-virtual-symposium/

Canadian Nautical Research Society
Canada’s Pacific Gateway, past present and future

Thursday "# and Friday "" June !#!"
The Canadian Nautical Research Society/Société canadienne pour la 
recherche nautique will hold its annual conference %)–%% June &)&% and the 
Annual General Meeting on Saturday %& June &)&%. The conference theme 
will be Canada’s Pacific Gateway, past present and future. Proposals are 
invited for papers or presentations related to the general theme of Canada’s 
wider Pacific Ocean dimensions or other maritime contemporary and 
historical topics. 

This will be a virtual conference to commemorate the %#)th anniversary 
of British Columbia joining Canada, &# July %$(%. Earlier plans to hold 
a traditional conference in Victoria on these dates have been cancelled. 
Presentations will be for a maximum of &) minutes, followed by time for 
discussion.

Proposals should be sent by email no later than %# March &%&% to
 Michael Hadley pilgrim!!@telus.net or 
 David Collins birchinall@gmail.com.
Please include your name, affiliation (if any) and title, and a brief 

description of &#) words or less. Abstracts for accepted papers will be 
published in the CNRS newsletter Argonauta prior to the conference. The 
Annual General Meeting of the society will be held virtually on Saturday 
%& June &)&%.

For more details https://www.cnrs-scrn.org/admin/conferences_e.html 

Conferences
British Commission for Maritime History 

New Researchers Conference !"!#

"!–"$ March, online event
The BCMH invites you to join us for the twenty-sixth conference for new 
researchers. The event will be held virtually for the first time and we shall 
announce details of the sessions, speakers and registration shortly.

At this conference, the British Commission supports emerging scholars 
who wish to share their work in a supportive environment and build 
relations with other maritime historians. We encourage applications 
from research degree students and warmly encourage participation by 
independent scholars. Contributions can address all aspects of maritime 
history in its broadest sense.

mailto:tbe@tamug.edu
mailto:tbe@tamug.edu
http://globalmaritimehistory.com/cfp-for-estuaries-and-the-anthropocene-a-virtual-symposium/
http://globalmaritimehistory.com/cfp-for-estuaries-and-the-anthropocene-a-virtual-symposium/
mailto:pilgrim33@telus.net
mailto:birchinall@gmail.com
https://www.cnrs-scrn.org/admin/conferences_e.html
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Further details of this conference will be published at https://www.
maritimehistory.org.uk/new-researchers/ 

Discovery
The (!nd Annual Conference

""–"$ March !#!", Nineteenth Century Studies Association (NCSA)
The conference will explore our theme of ‘Discovery’ in the long nineteenth 
century (%($'–%'%"). Speakers will interrogate the trope of ‘discovery’ by 
questioning the term’s ideological and colonial implications. Why was the 
concept of ‘discovery’ so appealing in the nineteenth century, and what 
does its popularity tell us about the people and social structures that were 
so invested in it? Papers will also consider indigenous perspectives that 
challenge ideas of western ‘discovery’ and settler colonialism, new voices 
that theorize and critique nineteenth-century ‘discoveries’, intellectual 
exchange between cultures, and other methods of unmasking narratives of 
exploration and ‘discovery’.

Further details will be posted on the website in due course at https://
ncsaweb.net/current-conference-&)&%-cfp/

Haunted Shores: Coastlands, coastal waters 
and the littoral gothic

Friday !% March !#!", online symposium
We seek participants in an online symposium to explore coasts and shores 
in the Gothic and to discuss a potential edited volume of essays. At this 
early stage, we would like to hear from anyone interested in attending or 
taking part. 

The Demeter drifts in the fog into Whitby harbour; Melmoth stands on 
the cliff and laughs at the shipwreck below; the vacationers on Amity Island 
have a torrid Fourth of July weekend . . . The coast, the shore, the beach 
– these unsteady, and unsettling, meeting points between the sea and the 
land – figure prominently across the gothic, horror, and weird traditions. 
In the popular imagination, the shoreline may be a site of pleasure and 
recreation, a limit point of the nation state, a point of departure and return, 
a key site of industry – but darker currents eddy in these waters, too. 

Haunted Shores seeks to explore the rich literary and cultural history of 
this space in our literatures of terror. It will explore the ways in which we 
can view the gothic as offering a disconcerting counterpart to the beach as 
a site of leisure culture, both rising to prominence in the late-eighteenth 
century. We will seek to raise questions that go beyond any single nation 
state, adopting a global perspective on its subject. The symposium will be 

https://www.maritimehistory.org.uk/new-researchers/
https://www.maritimehistory.org.uk/new-researchers/
https://ncsaweb.net/current-conference-2021-cfp/
https://ncsaweb.net/current-conference-2021-cfp/
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informed by recent work in the Blue Humanities and the nautical gothic, 
but hopes also to open up these discourses in new directions, paying 
sustained attention to a very particular gothic geography and its human 
and nonhuman histories.

The symposium will run throughout Friday &* March, with some 
prepared presentations available in advance, asynchronous discussion in a 
Slack workspace, and a live Zoom session in the afternoon.

More details, including contacts at https://hauntedshores&)&).
wordpress.com 

The Naval Dockyards Society !)th Annual Conference
Dockyards and Baltic Campaigns (#%!#–!"!#), 

Comparisons and Transformations

!& March !#!", live stream
This one-day conference will examine the role of the naval dockyards 
and bases that were closely associated with Baltic naval campaigns. %(&% 
was the year that the Great Northern War was finally concluded. The 
key dockyards in this war were Copenhagen, Karlskrona, Chatham, St 
Petersburg and Kronstadt. Britain’s concern was to maintain the balance 
of power, sending large squadrons into the Baltic to ensure the continued 
supply of naval stores, especially Russian hemp, Swedish iron and ‘East 
Country’ timber.

Further details of this conference will be published at https://
navaldockyards.org/news/ 

Annual Conference of the  
North American Society for Oceanic History

Maritime Connections: 
History, heritage and the maritime landscape

!#–!$ May !#!", Crowne Plaza Grand Hotel, Pensacola, Florida
The University of West Florida will host the &)&% Annual Conference 
of the North American Society for Oceanic History. Due to Covid-%', 
conference organizers are making provisions for both virtual and in-
person presentations. 

Following Native Americans’ use of the bay for its natural resources, 
the Spanish recognized the importance of a protected and deep water port. 
More than *) years before the Pilgrims landed at Plymouth and almost 
a half century before the English planted the Jamestown colony, Tristán 
de Luna brought his fleet of Spanish ships into Pensacola Bay. Luna 
sailed into the bay in the summer of %##' to claim the territory for Spain. 
Although Luna’s colony lasted only two more years, it is ‘America’s First 
European Settlement’, and represents Spain’s first attempt to control North 
American territory. Since that fateful storm, the Spanish, English, French, 
Americans and the Confederacy, recognized the importance of the area’s 
natural resources as each fought for control of Pensacola, both as a military 
asset and for financial gain. Despite several military conflicts, numerous 
hurricanes, malaria outbreaks, yellow fever epidemics, and other disasters, 
Pensacola remained steadfast in rebuilding and recreating its community. 
More recent events, such as the Deepwater Horizon oil spill, severe weather 

https://hauntedshores2020.wordpress.com
https://hauntedshores2020.wordpress.com
https://navaldockyards.org/news/
https://navaldockyards.org/news/
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events, and the effects of climate change have continued to challenge, not 
only Pensacola, but maritime communities throughout the world. 

Further information about enrolment and accommodation will be 
posted in due course at https://nasoh.org/conferences 

Online Exhibitions
National Museum of the Royal Navy

HMS ‘Invincible’
Built by the French in %("", HMS Invincible was captured by the Royal 
Navy in %("( and became the blueprint for all Royal Navy ("-gun ships. 
HMS Invincible sank after %" years in service running aground at Horse 
Tail Sand, in the Solent, near Portsmouth. 

Rediscovered by a local fisherman in %'(', the site of the wreckage was 
declared a protected site in %'$). The first excavation began shortly after, 
with dive seasons finishing in the summer of &)%'. The purpose of the 
excavation was to recover and preserve fragile artefacts from the ship as 
they became exposed.

This exhibition opened at the National Museum of the Royal Navy, 
currently in lockdown, and is currently scheduled to close in October 
&)&% before moving to Chatham Historic Dockyard.

https://www.nmrn.org.uk/exhibitions-projects/hms-invincible 

Merseyside Maritime Museum
Life on Board

The stunning new Life on Board gallery will be open for visitors when the 
museum re-opens after the current restrictions.

Exploring the moving and fascinating stories of Liverpool’s seafarers 
and passengers, the Life on Board gallery highlights the stories of the 
merchant sailors who drove the city’s prosperity, as well as tales of the 
people who sailed aboard leisure liners.

Uncover the dangers, joys, cultures and community at the heart of 
seafaring, from the %())s to the present day and find out more about ship 
passengers and crews, and the lives they led on board.

The new gallery also includes the fascinating Archives Centre, featuring 
National Museums Liverpool’s vast collection of maritime and slavery 
records. This includes an interesting series of blogs on life at sea, including 
some of the difficult issues faced by mariners today.

https://www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/whatson/merseyside-
maritime-museum/exhibition/life-board-gallery 

Lloyds Register Foundation Heritage Education Centre
Online Exhibitions and stories: explore the fascinating heritage of Lloyd’s 
Register through their engaging online exhibitions and stories.

https://hec.lrfoundation.org.uk/whats-on/online-exhibitions-stories 

National Maritime Museum 

Discover our stories and collections. Search our digital collections, discover 
epic stories of sea, space and exploration, and get expert insight from our 

https://nasoh.org/conferences
https://www.nmrn.org.uk/exhibitions-projects/hms-invincible
https://www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/archivescentre
https://www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/whatson/merseyside-maritime-museum/exhibition/life-board-gallery
https://www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/whatson/merseyside-maritime-museum/exhibition/life-board-gallery
https://hec.lrfoundation.org.uk/whats-on/online-exhibitions-stories
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museum curators and specialists. There’s a whole universe to discover 
online at Royal Museums Greenwich. https://www.rmg.co.uk/discover 

Exposure: Lives at sea

From the large-scale panoramic to the intensely intimate, Exposure: 
Lives at sea captures both the extreme environments and everyday sights 
of our seas and oceans today. Bringing together photography taken around 
the world, from the reefs of Mexico to the isolation of Antarctica, the new 
exhibition at the National Maritime Museum shows us the myriad ways 
life can be spent at sea. See just some of the stunning images on show, and 
learn more about the photographers featured in the exhibition.

https://www.rmg.co.uk/see-do/we-recommend/attractions/exposure-
lives-at-sea 

See other curator blogs here
https://www.rmg.co.uk/discover/behind-the-scenes/blog?_
ga=&.&"''$%)#'."""&'''&%.%*%)#!##(!-*)!*&)$%&.%*%)%&&()* 

The Australian National Maritime Museum
Discover the wider world of the museum. Find answers for your research, 
explore stories about significant events and remarkable people, and browse 
through a rich and diverse range of vessels, photography and artefacts. 
This site contains a very wide variety of blogs, videos, online exhibitions 
and much more. Just right for a leisurely museum visit on a wet February 
afternoon in the UK.

https://www.sea.museum/discover/ 

Online Lectures and Seminars
The British Commission for Maritime History
King’s Maritime History Seminars, Spring !"!#

Although we look forward to the day we can welcome you back to 
King’s College London, we will continue to meet exclusively online 
until further notice. The details for joining the sessions on Zoom 
are below.

Thursday ' February !#!" Historical Sections and Battle Studies: The 
British influence upon American visions of ‘sea power’ and history 
 David Kohnen, Hattendorf Historical Center, US Naval War College

"( February !#!" The Blockade Legend: The limitations on the British 
Empire’s blockade of Germany, !)!(–!)!# 
 Eric Grove, Associate Fellow Institute for Strategic Studies

' March !#!" Trafalgar. Temeraire. The Men 
 Emma Cooper, Independent Researcher

!! April !#!" Commerce and Charters, Conflict and Contraband: the 
Norwegian steamship ‘Tungus’ and the Russo-Japanese War, !)*(–
!)*%  Roger Dence, King’s College London

% May !#!" Speaker and Title To Be Confirmed

https://www.rmg.co.uk/discover
https://www.rmg.co.uk/see-do/we-recommend/attractions/exposure-lives-at-sea
https://www.rmg.co.uk/see-do/we-recommend/attractions/exposure-lives-at-sea
https://www.rmg.co.uk/discover/behind-the-scenes/blog?_ga=2.249981059.444299921.1610535573-603620812.1610122706
https://www.rmg.co.uk/discover/behind-the-scenes/blog?_ga=2.249981059.444299921.1610535573-603620812.1610122706
https://www.sea.museum/discover/
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As always, attendance is free and open to all. To take part, you must 
register on Zoom via the event listing where you will receive a link to join 
via email. You can do this here https://www.kcl.ac.uk/events/series/kings-
maritime-history-seminars. Papers will begin, as usual, at %(:%# GMT.

The King’s Maritime History Seminar is hosted by the ‘Laughton Naval 
Unit’ and the ‘Sir Michael Howard Centre for the History of War’ in the 
Department of War Studies, King’s College London. It is organized by the 
British Commission for Maritime History (www.maritimehistory.org.uk) 
in association with the Society for Nautical Research (https://snr.org.uk/) 
and with the support of Lloyds Register. For further information contact 
Dr Alan James, War Studies, KCL, 63&7 &85 (alan.&.james@kcl.ac.uk).

Exeter University Centre for Maritime History
Spring Seminar Series !"!#

All seminars will be hosted on Zoom for the academic year &)&)9&)&% and 
will begin at %(:)) GMT.

Please contact Dr Elin Jones (e.f.jones@exeter.ac.uk) to be added to the 
invitation list.

Wednesday "# February Lessons from Book Lists: Recovering evidence of 
hydrographical education in New France 
 Dr Margaret Schotte (York University, Toronto), with the Centre for 
Early Modern Studies

Wednesday $ March ‘Miss Jenny’ in Port: Leisure and labour mobilities 
in the post-slavery Caribbean 
 Dr Anyaa Anim-Addo (University of Leeds), with the Centre for 
Imperial and Global Studies

Wednesday "# March England’s Islands: Shipwrecks and other troubles 
 Professor David Cressy (Claremont Graduate University)

http://humanities.exeter.ac.uk/history/research/centres/maritime/
newsandevents/seminars/ 

University of Plymouth
"" May ")## – !#$# The enigmatic John Marshall: Founder of Plymouth 
emigration depot, Baltic Wharf Dr Liz Rushen, Monash University
An insight into the career of John Marshall, Founder of Plymouth 
emigration depot and master of logistics who has been all but forgotten 
today. Owner of at least !) ships, and responsible for the reform of ship 
classification and Lloyd’s Register of Shipping in the %$&)s, during the 
%$!)s John Marshall became Britain’s busiest emigration agent. Realising 
that emigrants needed a safe place to stay before departure, in %$!# he 
established Britain’s first major emigration depot on Baltic Wharf in 
Plymouth, creating a template for the government’s later facilities at 
Deptford (London) and Birkenhead (Liverpool). 
https://www.plymouth.ac.uk/whats-on/the-enigmatic-john-marshall-
founder-of-plymouth-emigration-depot-baltic-wharf 

https://www.kcl.ac.uk/events/series/kings-maritime-history-seminars
https://www.kcl.ac.uk/events/series/kings-maritime-history-seminars
http://www.maritimehistory.org.uk/
https://snr.org.uk/
mailto:alan.2.james@kcl.ac.uk
mailto:e.f.jones@exeter.ac.uk
http://humanities.exeter.ac.uk/history/research/centres/maritime/newsandevents/seminars/
http://humanities.exeter.ac.uk/history/research/centres/maritime/newsandevents/seminars/
https://www.plymouth.ac.uk/whats-on/the-enigmatic-john-marshall-founder-of-plymouth-emigration-depot-baltic-wharf
https://www.plymouth.ac.uk/whats-on/the-enigmatic-john-marshall-founder-of-plymouth-emigration-depot-baltic-wharf
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Nautical Archaeology Society
Winter Webinar Series

The Nautical Archaeology Society’s &)&% Under The Water Webinar 
Series will run until at least June &)&% and will feature monthly talks or 
discussions on underwater heritage topics from the development of the 
discipline, to submerged cave archaeology to prehistoric submerged 
landscape archaeology.

Thanks to funding support from the Honor Frost Foundation the 
webinar series is free to join. If after the event you would wish to donate 
to the NAS’s work you can do so here.

https://www.nauticalarchaeologysociety.org/under-the-water-
webinars

Podcasts, Online and YouTube Resources

Society for Nautical History
The world’s no. % podcast dedicated to all of maritime and naval history. 
With one foot in the present and one in the past we bring you the most 
exciting and interesting current maritime projects worldwide, including 
excavations of shipwrecks, the restoration of historic ships, sailing classic 
yachts and tall ships, unprecedented behind the scenes access to exhibitions, 
museums and archives worldwide, primary sources and accounts that 
bring the maritime past alive as never before. Presented by Dr Sam Willis, 
supported by the Lloyds Register Foundation. https://snr.org.uk/the-
mariners-mirror-podcast/ 

University of New South Wales Australian Naval History 
The Australian Naval History Podcast Series discussed important and 
little known event in the history of the Royal Australian Navy. It brings 
together in discussion historians and veterans to outline and analyse 
each topic. Over a hundred panellists have taken part from Australia and 
overseas.

https://www.unsw.adfa.edu.au/podcasts/ 

University of Plymouth Land ahoy!
Filmed on location at several of Plymouth’s most renowned maritime 
landmarks, the Land ahoy! talks are an exciting opportunity for all to 
learn more about the people that work to protect our seas.

The Disaster that Obscured Near Catastrophe: A fresh examination 
of the German S-boat attack on Exercise Tiger (April !)(() 
 Dr Harry Bennett, Associate Professor in History
Providing new evidence on the %'"" Exercise Tiger and German attack 
on convoy T" which resulted in the deaths of over *)) American service 
personnel. A captivating insight to what the newest research has revealed.

Women and the Navy in the Age of Sail: A historical perspective
 Dr Elaine Murphy, Associate Professor of Maritime History
This fascinating talk explores the history of naval women in the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, discussing the women’s experiences 

https://honorfrostfoundation.org/
https://www.nauticalarchaeologysociety.org/Pages/Appeal/
https://www.nauticalarchaeologysociety.org/under-the-water-webinars
https://www.nauticalarchaeologysociety.org/under-the-water-webinars
https://sam-willis.com/
https://www.lrfoundation.org.uk/en/
https://snr.org.uk/the-mariners-mirror-podcast/
https://snr.org.uk/the-mariners-mirror-podcast/
https://www.unsw.adfa.edu.au/podcasts/
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and interactions with the Royal Navy, from women who went to sea on 
men-of-war to the women who worked in the naval dockyards.

‘Never Before has Sea-power Played a Greater Part’: The First 
World War in maritime perspective 
 Louis Halewood, Philip Nicholas Lecturer in Maritime History
When we think of the First World War, we often think of the trenches of 
the Western Front and the battlefields of the Somme and Passchendaele; 
this talk offers a different perspective, placing it in a global context and 
highlighting the critical role played by the Royal Navy and allied navies, 
exploring a new interpretation of the ways in which sea power mattered in 
the early twentieth century.

Protecting the UK’s Underwater Cultural Heritage (UCH) 
 Jason Lowther, Associate Head of School (Law), and Mike Williams, 
Visiting Professor
The UK has a rich UCH, ranging from pre-history to twentieth-century 
military conflicts, situated in its territorial waters. This interesting 
conversation explores the ways in which we protect heritage assets, how 
we enforce that protection, and how we can work to improve protection 
as UK waters become more heavily exploited.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLvxCkx'MnYUIzQtjlh*Xc
w*nfwLe'sv$& 

Dr Alexander Clarke 
Discussions and talks on a wide range of naval history topics Youtube 
channel #NavalHistoryLive

Jamie’s Armoured Carriers
Archive footage and accounts of the operation of the Royal Navy’s 
armoured carriers in World War &

Youtube Channel Armoured Carriers and www.armouredcarriers.com.

New Books by Members

Hugh Murphy Shipbuilding in the United Kingdom:. A 
history of the British Shipbuilders Corporation Routledge, 
London, &)&%, Routledge website prices: ebook, £&'.#'. 
hardback £%&), pre-order sale price on Routledge website, 
£'*, %'& pp 
Shipbuilding in the United Kingdom provides a systematic 
historical account of the British Shipbuilders Corporation, 
first looking at this major industry under private enterprise, 
then under state control, and finally back in private hands.

The chapters trace the evolution of public policy 
regarding shipbuilding, ship repair, and large marine engine 
building through the tenures of radically different Labour 

and Conservative governments, and through the response of the board of 
the British Shipbuilders Corporation, trade unions, and local management 
also. The book benefits from comprehensive archival research and 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLvxCkx9MnYUIzQtjlh6Xcw6nfwLe9sv82
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLvxCkx9MnYUIzQtjlh6Xcw6nfwLe9sv82
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCE2x09tU0GwAGiSbFPEhIwQ?view_as=subscriber
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCE2x09tU0GwAGiSbFPEhIwQ?view_as=subscriber
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCx5-bVhJD0qTT0_A-zXKo0A
http://www.armouredcarriers.com/
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interviews from the %'')s with leading players in the industry, as well as 
politicians, shipbuilders, trade union leaders, and senior civil servants.

This authoritative monograph is a valuable resource for advanced 
students and researchers across the fields of business history, economic 
history, industrial history, labour history, maritime history, and British 
history.

Steve R. Dunn The Power and the Glory Seaforth £&&
The Power and the Glory tells the story of royal 
fleet reviews from the fifteenth century to the &))# 
International Fleet Review, commemorating the &))th 
anniversary of Trafalgar, which was the final exhibition 
of that pomp and ceremony that had been an essential 
if irregular expression of naval strength for more than 
#)) years. Whether to impress or deter a foreign power, 
often when mobilizing for war, provide reassurance 
for domestic consumption or celebrate a sovereign’s 
accession, royal naval reviews were an integral part 
of political positioning and national pride. At these 
reviews, particularly during the eras of British naval 
dominance, potential allies or enemies were invited 

to marvel at British prowess, while the British public could revel in the 
country’s naval superiority; advances in technology and ship design were 
showcased, often for commercial benefit, and homage paid to kings and 
queens at the head of their fleets. 

Starting with an examination of the reasons for Britain’s need for and 
close association with a navy, the author goes on to explain the historical, 
political and technological context for British fleet reviews from the 
time of Edward III onwards. The Royal Navy reached its apogee in the 
extended nineteenth century, and The Power and the Glory examines this 
period, in particular the aims and ambitions of the nineteen reviews during 
the reigns of Queen Victoria and King Edward VII, and the subsequent 
twelve under George V, Edward VIII and George VI. After the Second 
World War and the Coronation Review of Queen Elizabeth II in %'#!, the 
Royal Navy entered a long period of almost terminal decline which has 
been reflected in the lack of royal reviews since &))#. The book examines 
the reasons for this loss of what had been for centuries the main pillar of 
British power. Finally, the book looks at the history of the royal yachts, 
used for conveying monarchs around their shores and fleets, and how they 
reflected the character of the times. Political manoeuvring, technological 
change and the personal stories of many of the naval characters involved 
are all told with pace and verve, as are the histories of many of the ships 
involved. The Power and the Glory is a celebration of the Royal Navy 
and its role in our history, and in particular of its essential importance to 
the pomp and glory of Britain’s maritime heyday in the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries.

John Henshaw V & W Destroyers: A developmental history Seaforth £&#
The revolutionary battleship Dreadnought of %')* brought together in 
one package the new technology of oil-fired boilers and steam turbines, 
and all-big-gun armament; in doing so she rendered all other capital ships 
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then afloat completely obsolete. Ten years later the V 
& W class did to destroyers what the dreadnoughts 
had done to battleships; they set a completely new and 
higher standard of technology and were a cut above 
anything that had come before.

They were, however, less revolutionary than 
evolutionary and in this new book John Henshaw 
takes the reader through all the developmental stages 

with a detailed history of the step-by-step lessons that were learnt, not all 
of which were fortuitous. In one package the Royal Navy finally acquired 
a hull that possessed not just good sea-keeping capability but one that 
was able to carry heavier armament without any adverse effects. Range 
and speed were commensurate with their size while the super-firing guns, 
fore and aft, could be deployed in all weathers for a four-gun broadside. 
The V & W design set the trend for all destroyer design for the next two 
decades and, indeed, the basic layout of destroyers stayed the same long 
beyond that. The formula of a raised foredeck and super-firing guns fore 
and aft continued in the Royal Navy until the Battle class of %'"" and in 
the United States Navy until the Fletcher class of %'"!. That the V & Ws 
served on through the Second World War in various forms is a testament 
to the soundness of the basic concept, their adaptability and strength. 
The V stood for Venerable, because they certainly proved that, and W for 
Watershed, because they were truly a turning point in destroyer design.

The narrative is superbly illustrated with "# detailed profile and deck 
plans, for which the author is so well known, of the principal early British 
destroyer types and illustrates all the V&Ws through to the end of the 
Second World War , including some conversions that were considered but 
never completed. The book also looks at the influence of the basic design 
on the destroyers of other navies.

This new book, which will appeal both to naval historians and 
modelmakers, brings together under one cover a narrative that is 
comprehensive in its scope, well researched and elegantly supported with 
detailed line drawings and selected photographs for the period %$')–%'"#.

Celia Clark and Martin Marks Barracks, Forts 
and Ramparts: $*$*: Regeneration challenges for 
Portsmouth Harbour’s defence heritage £")

This book celebrates Portsmouth Harbour’s long 
history of defending the nation - and how the local 
ex-defence sites have found new civilian life over 
the last half century. The harbour communities have 
a strong attachment to the armed forces, but the 
country no longer needs our rich legacy of barracks, 
forts, victualling and ordnance yards, ramparts and 
military lines. How have they found new uses? 
Whose vision and creativity reshaped them? How 

were the challenges of decayed historic buildings, contamination and new 
investment met? What roles did the local authorities play in planning their 
future? How did defence heritage tourism develop? Who gains and who 
benefits from this profound land use change? As a microcosm of the many 
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challenges of how to reuse former defence sites and how to create new 
sustainable futures for them, Portsmouth Harbour’s experience in the last 
half century offers useful lessons to once defence-dominated communities 
around the world who are seeking new roles for this specialized physical 
legacy.

Society For Nautical Research
Membership Report # October !"!" to $# December !"!"

New Members
David Hunt Hertford
David Dodson Pensacola, Florida, USA
Eliot Lowe Spalding, Lincolnshire
Victor Ottoboni Bloomfield, Michigan, USA
John Kemp Southwark, Lincolnshire
Dr Eva Griffith Islington, London
Stuart Winter Woodeaton, Oxfordshire
Thierry Guiheneuf Wallingford, Oxfordshire
Bengt-Olof Petersen Västra Gotalands Iãn, Sweden
Evan Wilson North Kingston, Rhode Island, USA

New Student Members
Jayme Collins Chicago, Illinois, USA
James Toomey Newcastle upon Tyne, Northumberland

Reported Deaths
Rear-Admiral Roger Morris Bishops Lydeard, Somerset 
The Right Honourable Sir Roy Beldam East Molesey, Surrey

The increase in numbers for &)%' was
 Full Members '$  Students !* 
The increase in numbers for &)&) was
 Full Members %&&  Students !( 

Helen Garvey
Membership Secretary, SNR
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